Simple and fast calculation algorithm for computer-generated hologram based on integral imaging using look-up table.
We proposed a simple and fast algorithm for computer-generated hologram (CGH) based on pinhole-type II using a look-up table. The method consists of two steps: in the first step, the unity amplitude diffraction pattern of the center pinhole on hologram plane is pre-calculated and stored as many sub-regions. Secondly, diffraction patterns for other pinholes are obtained by simply shifting and tiling the pre-calculated sub-regions, and the final CGH is obtained by adding them all together. The calculation time is short because only addition and multiplication of the stored diffraction pattern are required. In addition, the required memory space is small since only one diffraction pattern is stored. Numerical simulation and reconstruction are performed on both plane object and object with continuous depth profile to verify the proposed method. Result shows that the proposed method can easily achieve real-time hologram generation with several CPU threads running simultaneously.